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Abstract: The organization of working times and workplaces has typically been diverse and hybrid
for people working in culture. Work is characterized by precarious conditions such as short-term
contracts and seasonal employment. The impact of COVID-19 has shown the vulnerability and
uniqueness of the employment conditions in this sector. We collected personal written texts from
people working in the cultural sector in spring 2020, when in Finland the first wave of COVID-19
was subsiding and nobody knew when the next wave would come. We analyzed the ways cultural
workers constructed agency on temporal and relational dimensions as regards work and non-work.
The content analytic approach highlighted two main types of situational agencies, the normative
employment agency and the precarious work agency, both of which were shaped by the uncertain
conditions of the cultural sector. Due to the differing employment conditions, both intensification
of work and small agency were present in work of the cultural sector and posed challenges to the
management of time and the future. However, the terms and conditions for agency construction
varied, even under similar circumstances.

Keywords: agency; COVID-19; cultural sector; precarious employment; small agency

1. Introduction

The world-wide emergency due to the COVID-19 virus has resulted in a variety of
social, economic and cultural restrictions and regulations in addition to the direct impact
on health (e.g., [1,2]). However, the consequences have been in many ways uneven as
regards employment and work, such as the personnel in health services being exposed to
the virus and the employees in market-based services losing their jobs because of the strict
regulations. (e.g., [3,4]) The government of Finland set regulations related to the COVID-19
pandemic in March 2020. The social distancing limitations caused the closing of public
interiors and public meetings were restricted to 10 persons, which was later relaxed to
some extent, which forced the cultural sector to halt their activities or transfer them to the
future [5,6]. In many sectors, such as tourism [7,8] and the cultural sector [6,9] in which
work and income are based on communication with the audience, but with no status of
obligatory service provision like health services, the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic
have been dramatic. In this article we focus on the cultural sector in Finland. The COVID-19
pandemic has closed down activities in the cultural sector to a large extent and particularly
those in the performing arts. Unemployment and shortage of assignments for the self-
employed have been the consequence in the industry. The impact on employment has been
particularly negative in the cultural sector, as during the first wave of the pandemic, the
growth in unemployment was 57% (v). The consequences of COVID-19 for cultural sector
employment and activities varied. The municipalities and NGOs reported less serious
impacts on their activities, for the proportion of those with serious impacts was 22–27%
compared to the private sector and individual professionals with their 74–76% proportion.
Individual professionals evaluated the lost or cancelled assignments and employment
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opportunities to be 93%, but 44% of them reported new job opportunities [10]. However,
employment in the cultural sector is often underestimated in official statistics for many
reasons, but in particular the structures of employment (OECD 2020), which also applies
the era of the pandemic [11].

High technological infrastructure and the related qualifications of the workforce are
described to be typical for Finland [12]. During the pandemic, distance work with virtual
connections was used by those for whom it was feasible, about half of the workforce [13].
The proportion is high and also includes employment opportunities provided by technology
for the workforce in the cultural sector. However, replacing social events with virtually
mediated services is limited for many reasons, such as high expenses and limited demand
due to the lack of social contact [14]. Although culture is valued during hard times [15,16],
people are not ready to pay high fees for cultural services [17], and, for example, in social
media, culture services are available free of charge.

In European countries, economic support has been allocated to the cultural sector [6].
However, the support has been directed to established culture institutions to guarantee
their continuity and a promise for future activities, but the artists and professionals in the
industry with their atypical employment pattern have been dismissed to a large extent [14].
The reason is embedded in their position outside the labor market institutions and the
permanent channels of welfare systems, such as unemployment benefits as the funding
has carried out through institutionalized channels [14]. Multiple job holding, a mixture of
different patterns of sourcing income is not recognized in welfare systems, which are based
either on the employee position or entrepreneurship. During the pandemic, the marginal
position of cultural sector workers was revealed, although it has been commonplace for
a long time. The economic support has been addressed to the cultural sector via the
Ministry of Education and Culture, the Ministry of Economic Affairs and Employment,
municipalities, and NGO’s [18]. Despite the variety of sources, numerous artists and
professionals in the cultural field, mostly multiple job holders, were not entitled to support
in Finland.

Our contribution to the studies on the emergency focuses on the artists and profession-
als in the cultural sector, for we assume that the essential consequences will manifest in the
living spheres of this group. We imply not only the ongoing emergency but the possibility
of similar phenomena in the future of the globalized world.

Finland as a case study represents a particular country with respect to introducing new
technologies, which also applies to the cultural sector. However, the workforce in the sector
shares terms and conditions with other Western countries in respect to employment before
and during the pandemic. Thus, we assume similarities regarding the work with other
Western countries in Europe, but also specific reshaping of work through technology. As
the pandemic may raise the significance of virtual technology at work also in the cultural
sector, we ask, if it is related to agency.

We begin the article with a presentation of the employment position and work profile
of artists and professionals in the cultural sector in Western countries and particularly in
Finland to frame the subject of the study. After that, we outline our theoretical approach on
the basis of the literature on agency in the context of precarious work. Presentation of the
data and methodology follows. The analysis, interpretations, conclusions, and discussions
are the core of our contribution.

1.1. Between Employment and Calling

In 2018, the proportion of the labor force in the creative sector was 3.8% of the total
labor force in Europe, while in Finland, the proportion was somewhat higher, 5% of
the total labor force. These are well-qualified individuals, for higher education is fairly
commonplace for professionals in the cultural sector, with 59% holding a tertiary-level
qualification and in Finland with 60% holding a higher education degree [19]. Artists and
professionals in the cultural sector more often make their living as self-employed persons
(33%) than is the case in other industries (14%); in Finland, the corresponding proportions
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are 28% and 12%, respectively [19]. Earning income from many sources is common; 11%
of these people are multiple job holders, the comparable figure for the average for the
labor force in Finland being 6% [20]. However, the statistical methods for collecting and
analyzing data may underestimate the actual proportion as multiple job holding is rarely
a permanent employment arrangement and more like a flexible way of organizing one’s
current projects and income [14].

The cultural sector is heterogenous as it includes a variety of artists and professionals,
tasks, positions, and employment patterns.

The parallel patterns of non-paid, calling-based and paid work in the cultural sector
have shaped the positions of the professionals and artists, ranging from the market-based
and commercial cultural industry to individual work with a risk for precarious employ-
ment. [21]. As the commercial and market-based industry is typical for the US, according
to Ross [21], the European cultural sector is framed with policy and public sector funding,
which does not guarantee more security in employment [22]. The ambiguity in employ-
ment shapes the work in the cultural sector and working free of charge sometimes leads
to self-exploitation and extreme flexibility [21,23], which is claimed to concern women
more [24]. However, with the variety in the sector, people may also adopt a pattern more
typical for wage-earners, which is based on negotiations and control over their work and
terms of employment [25]. The trend is called “the industrialization of Bohemia” [26].

Due to the hard competition for funding and underemployment in the cultural sector,
multiple job holding is a typical employment pattern. Extra sources of income are often
necessary in order to ensure sufficient income [27]. The profile of tasks is gendered to some
extent, for men tend to have prestigious creative tasks more often than women and women
tend to more often take on tasks external to the creative work [28].

The hybridization of income sources and work has been recognized in many stud-
ies [23,27,29].

In Australia, half of the working hours are spent on creative work, a quarter on tasks
related to arts and culture and the rest are external to artistic work [30]. In Finland, the
corresponding proportions are 39%, 44%, and 17% [27]. However, the definition and
categorization of artistic or professional tasks is not always clear and the division into
artistic work and non-artistic work may depend on the contexts. For example, the same
task may be regarded as creative work or external work, depending on the purpose of the
task and its relation to other tasks [27].

With the lock-down, a significant number of the performing artists and profession-
als in the cultural field have lost their employment, assignments, and income. They are
marginalized in a special way, for the authorities and institutional agents in the cultural
sector express lack of knowledge of their current economic, social, and employment sit-
uation [16]. However, people with problems in their living spheres, excluding extremely
violent environments, are not passive victims but active individuals with their resources
striving to solve their problems. In addition, assumed or imagined futures may reinforce
agency with new, hopeful goals. Imagined future creates a mindset based on meaningful
trajectories for agency. However, severe circumstances may diminish agency into plain
survival and narrow future prospects. Precarious terms of employment may decrease
latitude in social, cultural, and individual life, in addition to financial situations.

Our conception of the situation of the artists and professionals in the pandemic
era is based on the exceptional lock-down in the cultural sector with hard economic
and employment-related problems, but also human agents with their individual, social,
cultural, and action capacity. We ask how agency is enacted in time and temporally evolving
relational contexts in the written texts of cultural workers and how the financial situation
and employment arrangements define possibilities for agency. Our aim is to study artists
and professionals in the cultural sector by applying the approach of agency theory engaged
with the perspective of small agency, but also to analyze agency through the lenses of
precarious employment. The main focus is on work agency and how it is or is not realized.
In so doing, this article contributes to the theoretical debates on temporally constructed
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agency by demonstrating the different ways in which the dimensions of agency take in
the temporal and relational perspective of actions. As cultural workers responded to the
rapidly changing situation caused by the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic, they had
to reconstruct their views of the past in order to understand the emergent present and
to control and shape their responses in the arising future [31]. Thus, our aim is to make
the different temporal dimensions of agency visible, in particular in relation to the future.
Our analysis begins with the changes in agency caused by the pandemic in relation to
precarious employment agency and continues to the perspective of the emerging future
and hope.

1.2. Agency as the Core of the Theoretical Approach

The concept of agency has long and multi-branched roots that have usually been traced
to the Enlightenment debate on the nature of human freedom. In sociological discussions
developing primarily out of Enlightenment thought, agency is conceptualized as the
relationship between an individual’s actions and the surrounding structures that restrict an
individual’s freedom externally. Since the establishment of sociology, different approaches
to agency have placed different emphases on rational choice and individuality in relation to
social and cultural structures [32]. However, it seems that all conceptualizations of agency
are engaged in the premise that agency always presupposes the existence of both power
and freedom.

Our orientation to agency is temporal-relational. We share Emirbayer and Mische’s
idea that “all forms of agency are temporally embedded in the flow of time” [31]. In our
study this means that the ways in which cultural workers understand their own relationship
to the past, present, and future make a difference to their agency, agentic possibility
and actions. Cultural workers see their world through an agentic possibility that is in
relation to the structural, relational, and situated context of the pandemic. The construction
of temporal perspectives is an intersubjective process informed by an individual’s own
reflection, but also influenced by others’ viewpoints [31].

In this article, we analyze temporal-relational agency in a framework that utilizes the
theorizations of precarious work and focuses on the subjective dimension of precariza-
tion [33–37]. It has been claimed that precarious work has made the availability, the
permanence, and the quality of jobs more uncertain with consequences not restricted to
work but also affecting many non-work domains. Thus, precarious work has an overall
impact on an individual’s everyday life. We approach precarious work as the nature of
labor market working conditions that holistically affect an individual’s living conditions.

In addition to precarious work, we complement our perspective of temporal-relational
agency with theorizations of agency highlighted in feminist research [38,39]. Honkasalo [38]
has used the concept of small agency to draw attention to small-scale ways of acting and
knowing, including modes of action that do not aim at change, but at preserving the status
quo. This affords an opportunity to extend the view beyond rational action and also takes
into account, in addition to activity, passivity and hope, which can mean waiting and
enduring. The concept of small agency is especially useful in the context of situations
in which forms of agency and agentic possibilities rapidly change and become restricted.
In such historical situations, such as COVID-19, the structural context demands actors to
reconstruct their view of the emergent present in order to respond to the rising emerging
future. Utilizing the concept of small agency is particularly fruitful in our case, since small
agency allows addressing simultaneously both dimensions of agency: it can be passive and
active at the same time. The concept of small agency offers a useful basis for examining
restricted life conditions as experienced by cultural workers when the COVID-19 pandemic
to a large extent closed activities in the cultural sector.

1.3. Precarization as a Mode of Working in the Cultural Sector

Our perspective on precarization is an individual-centered study of the nature of
precarious working conditions and its consequences for an individual worker in the cultural
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sector. We approach cultural work as a precarious mode of working for three reasons.
Firstly, cultural work can be examined in the context of job insecurity. We understand
job insecurity here as working conditions in which short-term and multiple job holding
are a typical employment pattern, periods of employment and unemployment vary and
overlap, and incomes remain low. Cultural work is often in short supply, project based,
and allocated by informal networks. Insecurity occurs as a fear of loss of employment, in
other words, job insecurity can be described as a threat to the continuity and stability of
employment.

Secondly, cultural work is an example of flexible work, in which workers typically
experience periods of intense work followed by slow periods or even unemployment.
However, flexibility does not refer only to the quantitative variability of work. Flexibility
extends to a certain mindset that occurs in a readiness to react and adapt to rapidly changing
and appearing work opportunities. George Morgan and Pariece Nelligan have termed
such flexible workers as labile labor that is “mobile, spontaneous, malleable, and capable
of being aroused by new vocational possibilities” [40].

Thirdly, and closely related to the previous characteristic, cultural work is highly
individualized. This means that the work becomes more and more attached to the person.
It requires an even deeper and more personal and passionate contribution as individuals
actively pursue their work careers. Constructing an individual’s own biographies has
become a duty that requires individuals not only to act, but also to take responsibility for
those actions and their productivity. Therefore, responsibilities become individualized.

1.4. Small Agency in Cultural Work

Honkasalo [38] has described small agency as ‘minimal agency’, which refers to acting
that can manifest itself as being, waiting, passive reception, and enduring. These modest
modes of acting and knowing may suggest that nothing inevitably happens in it, nothing
changes, but it is still a significant and functional thing for an individual herself. In the
context of cultural work Åkerblad [37] has pointed out that the idea of small agency fits well
in the analysis of career breaks or situations, in which working conditions are unsatisfying,
for example, due to chained employment relationships. In these situations, space for acting
shrinks as options dwindle. Åkerblad has called these situations career hubs. Career hubs
are moments with a demand for constructing a new way to act. Choosing a way to act
may appear to be almost impossible and the agentic possibilities very restricted. Agency
is characterized by a lack of alternatives, as the ways of operating that seem possible are
shrinking. The concept of small agency enables us to analyze both the “active” activity
needed to cope with the situation and the “small” activity, such as tolerance or endurance.
This is relevant for understanding how continuity, which also provides opportunities for
the new, is produced.

2. Data and Methods

The data were a collection of written texts by artists and professionals in the cultural
sector. Data collection took place in spring and summer 2020, in the aftermath of the first
wave of the COVID-19 pandemic. The COVID-19 pandemic spread to Finland in late Febru-
ary 2020. The main strategies that the Finnish government adopted were lockdown and
physical distancing. The premises of schools and other educational institutions were closed,
and contact teaching was suspended and replaced by remote teaching. The government
recommended that, whenever possible, children should be cared for at home. However,
daycare centers remained open, as well as contact teaching in grades 1–3 for the children of
parents working in sectors critical to the functioning of society. The premises of all cultural
institutions, such as state and municipal museums, theaters, the National Opera, cultural
premises, libraries, and mobile libraries, were closed. The same went for hobby facilities
and venues, swimming pools and other sports and youth facilities, organization meeting
facilities, day care activities for the elderly and rehabilitative work. These arrangements
were in effect for approximately two months, between 18 March and 14 May 2020. The gov-
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ernment restricted public gatherings to ten people and recommended avoiding unnecessary
presence in public places. In addition, the government recommended that remote work
be preferred whenever and wherever feasible. Some restrictions and recommendations
remained in place to some extent throughout 2020.

The data were gathered with a virtual data collection tool Penna of Finnish Social
Science Data Archive, Tampere University, which follows the necessary security and con-
fidentiality guidelines. We launched the call and spread it via social media and through
e-mails to individuals, agencies, NGOs, public sector institutions, and other relevant actors.
We also launched advertising about the call through a radio station. Texts received totaled
34, and for this research, 29 of the texts were analyzed. The five texts excluded were too
short, or they were from the sectors of youth and sports services and did not meet the
criteria of cultural work.

The introduction and the themes and questions of the call were as follows:

We are collecting texts on experiences and changes in work dealing with the pandemic COVID19
and hope for a multiplicity of answers to our call. We provide the following themes, but the choice is
yours.
Questions and themes:

• How has the emergency shaped the planning of work, the tasks, time resources for work and the
pace and schedules?

• If you have lost your job or assignments, do you get unemployment benefit, have you applied
for the financial support provided by the authorities or do you have other sources of income?

• Have you found new working methods or patterns (for example virtual channels)? Has the
lock-down shaped the content of your work? Are there new dimensions in your work, which
seem to be established?

• What decisions have you been forced to make? What about the decisions having an impact
on other people (work-related health and safety, income, survival of the work organization,
future)?

• Have you been supported by other people, such as your work-site and colleagues? How have
the government and society supported you in these hard times?

• Do you have experiences of being treated unequally or being marginalized?
• How do you cope with the lock-down?
• How do you see the future? What kinds of expectations and assumptions do you have?

The description of the data covers information on gender, age (Table 1.), and profession
and employment pattern (Table 2). There were 17 women among the respondents and 11
men. Two classified themselves as “other gender”.

Table 1. The data categorized by age. Information on age is lacking from one text.

Age Group Number

20–30 years 2
31–40 years 9
41–50 years 8
51–60 years 7
61–74 years 3

The employment pattern refers to the era before the lock-down. Those with em-
ployment contracts were entitled to unemployment benefit, but the self-employed (en-
trepreneurs and freelancers) and those with a grant-based income were not entitled such
assistance. Most of them had applied for a special, lock-down related grant from the
Ministry of Education and Culture, and many of them had received it.

The analysis was carried out using content analysis [41]. First, the data were read
through. The coding was based mostly on the themes emerging from the answers to the
questions. Although there were similarities in the texts based on the guidelines given to the
writers, the texts varied in respect to length and content. The writers focused on the themes
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which were meaningful for them, for example family life and negative impacts on the
workplace. In addition, financial situation, changes in work opportunities, powerlessness
but also hope emerged from the data. Experiences relating to time and temporal changes
were recurrent in the data, likewise the possibilities to act. For a more precise coding,
reading focused on descriptions of the changeability of agency in time (the past, present,
and future at the time of writing). The possibilities for agency were tied to the economic
and employment situations of the writers thus offering an important avenue for further
analysis.

Table 2. The data categorized by profession/artistic discipline and employment pattern.

Profession/Artistic
Discipline Performing Arts (13) Visual Arts (9)

Self-employment 6 2
Wage-earner 6 2

Multiple income source
1

2
Grant-based income 3

Profession/Artistic
Discipline

Officials (Library and
Cultural Services) (5)

Audiovisual Arts and
Multiple Tasks in Perform

Arts (3)
Self-employment 1

Wage-earner 5 2
Multiple income source

3. Results

In the following, the findings are organized into two main sections: changes in agency
from past to present and agency in perspectives on the future. In both sections the temporal
perspective is defined by the present of the data in the written texts, the first wave of
COVID-19 in Finland and its immediate aftermath in spring and summer 2020.

3.1. Loss and Intensification of Work Agency

Agency exists and is enacted in a temporal continuum. Agency is also affected by
several spatial arrangements. In relation to work agency and the boundaries between work
and non-work the analysis brings forth financial conditions that shape agency. Among
the cultural workers this could be observed in two distinctive categories: normative em-
ployment agency and precarious work agency. Both were based on the understanding that
livelihood in the cultural sector was often uncertain even without the pandemic, and people
constructed their agency in relation to this understanding. To be clear, these categories
were situational and changeable and attached to that particular time and circumstances.

Normative employment agency consisted of the experiences of such writers who had
an employment contract, mostly in municipal libraries and in the production of cultural
events, but also of such cultural workers who at the time of the first wave of the pandemic
had other types of financial support such as unemployment benefit. This type of agency
was also limited in the sense that it challenged the boundaries of art as work and non-work
and, on the other hand, the boundaries between art and non-art.

When agency is outlined by a normative employment relationship, however briefly,
this could mean that one’s situation did not match the publicly shared understanding of
being a starving artist worthy of Corona-related financial support.

Suddenly it is a blessing to be on unemployment daily allowance . . . On the other hand,
it feels like that I can’t apply for grants as I’ve had no gigs to lose. Quarantine makes my
life continue as I did before Corona, home alone.

(woman, performing arts)
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The writer had experienced longstanding stress and feelings of exclusion that carried
over to the time of lockdown. In the data extract, the woman working in the performing arts
expresses that her situation is financially more sound than among others in cultural work,
even though it can be expected to be tight anyway. In terms of space, lockdown also does
not change her situation of social exclusion. Thirdly, the extract reveals the self-limitation
of agency: who is entitled to grants in a situation where extra grants are awarded in order
to compensate for artists’ loss of income. As always, grants were awarded based on the
merits of the application and could, theoretically, lead to the writer taking somebody else’s
place, somebody who was more needy than her and worthy of the grant.

This type of survivor’s guilt functioned as an inducement to the intensification of
work for those whose work situation was only slightly affected by the first wave of the
pandemic. For those with the opportunity to do remote work this could mean an increase
in meetings and contacts with partners and clients with few opportunities for breaks and
being laden with the burden of staying in a constant state of preparedness.

I believe that a large part of us working in the arts and cultural administration is driven
to overt diligence and over-achievement because of our awareness of how lucky we are
to be in this situation. Our work continues at the same time as so many colleagues and
wonderful artists have ended up in a really difficult situation. We try to do our part so
that at the same time we would prepare as good an opportunity for them to return to work
as possible when the corona situation has passed.

(woman, cultural administration)

The people with permanent incomes were grateful to their employers for not being
laid off. However, they had to work in alternative, non-professional tasks, as the libraries
and other culture institutions were closed. They practiced flexible agency in negotiating
with the employer and accepting the alternative tasks.

The ties of normative employment agency to the boundaries of art and non-art were
apparent in comparisons between people working in the cultural sector and how art
should or was expected to be a part of their work. When faced with difficult circumstances,
comparison was also a way to cope in reduced circumstances and with heightened demands
on one’s time and effort:

Now that I’m approaching retirement age, I realize what a gift I’ve given myself by
staying in a permanent job, even though it’s often caused a huge conflict in relation to my
artistic work and my well-being. [ . . . ] Workload was increased, my part-time teaching
hours weren’t at all sufficient. On the other hand, I didn’t get a pay rise. So, I had to think
like this: “I have to be grateful that I didn’t lose my job so I’ll do even these extra work
hours for free and without complaint.” I don’t know if this kind of gratitude thinking
should exist in working life at all. But watching the posts of distressed colleagues on
Facebook or pictures of exhausted Spanish nurses online, my own extra work seemed so
little that I didn’t have the nerve to mention the whole thing.

(woman, visual arts)

Tensions between different types of work and methods of earning one’s living were
apparent in the data. When resources are scarce, gate-keeping practices become relevant in
determining opportunities for agency as in whether one is artist enough to apply for an
arts grant. if, for example, one works in entertainment as well. Thus, boundaries between
art and non-art were also shaped by the ways of financing one’s living.

Precarious work agency was prevalent among those professionals and artists with a
portfolio career, in other words, combining entrepreneurship, employment contracts, and
grants. Precarious work agency drew its power from the skills of managing uncertainty
and managing with low resources. Therefore, the sudden changes in society and in the
employment circumstances of the sector were not as shocking as in sectors with more
steady employment arrangements.
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[After the year’s end] no work presented itself and that has been a regrettably common
situation for me at the turns of years. [ . . . ] I was already in a situation resembling the
Corona crisis when it began, and it didn’t have a great effect on my life.

(man, performing arts)

Small life strategies included saving from a small income which was a popular way
to prepare for the insecure future. Many of the cultural workers were not entitled to
unemployment benefits and among them were also artists with an international portfolio
career, which had caused them to drop out of the national support systems.

I am not entitled to unemployment benefits and other economic support, [although I have
paid my share of the taxes and other institutional fees] because of my international
career. I think that is not fair. However, I cannot complain, for I cope in this situation
with the savings from the rewards sourced from the events.

(man, performing arts)

Still, when there were expectations of getting into the process of work, many work
plans were severely disrupted. Even though work was not necessarily totally impossible,
there was a clear inability to enact one’s work fully or sometimes even partially and reach
set objectives:

I’m in a situation in which I cannot meet my co-workers or go to my research locations
where I was supposed to do my work. My work also entails writing, reading, and planning
and I’ve moved on to those activities. But solely by those methods I cannot realize my
work the way I had planned. [ . . . ] Getting in touch with real life and with my topic
concretely would be essential to achieve a good outcome.

(woman, visual arts)

In this data extract, the uncertainty touched more upon the content of the artistic work
than financial survival. When in some stories the change in agency meant recovery from
the shock in the work situation, others struggled with the sense of time and effort lost.

The Corona pandemic changed this summer completely for me. Although the planning
work (mostly getting acquainted with the text, preliminary meetings etc.) had already
started. The situation was expected to clear up but it didn’t and the whole production
was cancelled for the summer. All the work and energy put into it, preliminary planning,
ideas and preparations were wasted.

(man, performing arts)

After the COVID-19 shock, an opportunity to withdraw and recuperate was also a
privilege. This type of small agency was present in stories, where abilities to act were
severely restricted but the scope and level of agency could be altered, often led by a change
in the focus of one’s activities.

As regards creativity, agency could be both sustained and limited. For some, creative
work was something they engaged in to survive the restricted circumstances, but for others
it proved to be more difficult to carry on:

I noticed my creativity was paralyzed in front of fear. The sharpness of thought has
blunted [ . . . ] It is difficult to fulfill the criteria for a grant and come up with new
productions all the time.

(woman, visual arts)

Changes in the spatial and temporal arrangements of work and indeed other aspects
of people’s lives could also provide relief for those whose workload had been heavy before
the pandemic, and even more so if they had family responsibilities:

Permanent actors in theaters today work like crazy, two times a day, six days a week.
Summer months are spent in mental and physical recuperation. [ . . . ] I was astounded
for a while [when the children stayed home because of lockdown], but the new everyday
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life felt like a relief compared to our normal everyday life. Suddenly nobody was running
to get to rehearsals, competitions, gigs, bars or anything. Or course I was temporarily
laid off but as a salaried person the union gives back.

(woman, performing arts)

Gaining space and time meant the opportunity to lighten the future workload by
getting back to work tasks that were left hanging because of the otherwise busy schedules,
to consume overtime hours, to distance oneself from intense working thus also providing
space for thinking and creativity. For example, an artist mused that the “empty phase” she
was in was a kind of a precursor for artistic activity. For her, there was a work process one
can rely on that will carry one from small agency to the next stage.

3.2. Resources for Work Agency and Changed Methods of Work

To gain and sustain agency needs resources. When burdened with financial concerns
and limitations on work agency, cultural workers created structures for their daily lives
and tried to find different ways to cope. To work in uncertain circumstances was a skill
acquired already before the pandemic and for some this meant an elevated state of agency,
where the ability to manage one’s time and space were key. Those practicing normative
employment agency could find new ways to organize their work. For example, in remote
work there could be more autonomy regarding scheduling one’s work.

For those practicing precarious work agency, the positive approach was emphasizing
the freedom to concentrate on meaningful and significant artistic work or on the develop-
ment of artistic skills despite the worsening economic situation. The negative approach
was related to insecurity about doing unpaid work, particularly if the “calling-based”
work required expensive infrastructure. Thus, in a way their activity and passivity were
conflicting between the tension of calling and paid work.

I could develop my activities and services in my studio [working on audiovisual
services], which implies updating my instruments and equipment and competence and
building new customer relations. However, it is slow, based on competition and, again,
outside any economic support.

(man, musician and professional in audiovisual technologies)

The opportunity to modify one’s work or try out new methods was dependent on
both the work processes and the type of agency.

However, limiting the state of emergency was for people working in the cultural sector,
arrangements that safeguarded their health were also appreciated. From that perspective,
new forms of work such as remote work and virtual, digital methods were appreciated.

New methods of working provided a wider scope for agency and could be resources
in themselves, when one had wide control over the work processes one was engaged in.
Indeed, such issues as virtual performances and galleries were mentioned in the data.
These all can be seen as new methods of work in the cultural sector, at least, because the
writers mentioned that they had not worked with them before or now commented on
their usability in their written texts. The embodied nature of work cast a shadow over the
opportunities to realize work agency virtually, as highlighted by this musician who also
worked as a teacher:

The opportunities for remote teaching with my instrument seem really difficult at first
glance, considering that the age range and level of skill vary greatly among the pupils
and, with most of, teaching happens almost hand in hand.

(man, performing arts)

The opportunity to control one’s work processes and use time as a resource was also
affected by one’s family situation. Artists and professionals in the cultural sector are usually
presented as individuals with their calling and subjective state of mind and living spheres.
However, the relation of paid work/non-paid work and family life came out as a significant
frame for the economic situation and working patterns. Boundaries of work and non-work
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were crossed when work and family were confined to the same space: schoolchildren were
home during the hardest part of the lockdown and smaller children stayed at home during
the days instead of going to kindergarten. With the conflicting duties of care and paid/
unpaid work, time and space management was a challenge. These conflicting demands on
one’s time could lead to evaluating one’s work agency as inadequate:

Being with a small child and running the everyday life, for example preparing the meals
for the day, take quite a big portion of the day, and I don’t want to burn out. I try to make
peace with the fact that I can work only a certain amount in a day but at the same time
I continuously wonder whether I am doing enough or get enough done, am I worth the
grant [I’ve received].

(woman, visual arts)

When applicable, two-parent income balanced the vulnerable economic situation
of the artists and professionals in the culture field as their spouses had an employment
contract and related income. For one single parent, the situation was different, for she
takes every job available, regardless of the quality of work. The family-work relationship
was harder for a single parent, for it set a tight frame for her activities and removed the
opportunity to exercise preferences.

3.3. Imagining the Future: Holding On or Letting Go of Small Agency

The agency of the artists and other cultural workers was heavily reliant on the possible
futures their perspective was attached to. Flexibility was a way to ensure one’s future. The
written texts displayed both trust in the future and dread of the realization of the worst-case
scenario. The uncertainty of the future made the normative work agency more attractive,
and a flexible agent was prepared to put current artistic work on hold get employment in
another line of work. The disruption of temporal perspectives, due to the first wave of the
COVID-19 virus (cancelled gigs, postponed performances) could emphasize small agency
but also means by which cultural workers could stretch the limits of agency.

The pandemic contributed to experiences of exclusion or even of being ostracized
in ways that made it impossible to plan for the future. When there was little chance of
affecting one’s immediate situation, a sense of stagnation marked the attempts to act.

Taking the future as a starting point made agency possible for some. It relieved tension
from the necessity to act right now or made it possible to let go of the original plan that was
based on cultural events being realized at a certain time. This sense of stagnation could at
best be overcome by shifting the focus to the future.

Whether it was a more normative type of work agency or precarious, agency was
realized as creating structures for the future. It was about coordinated, determined activities
that ensure continuation—even when financial compensation was uncertain:

I’ve started two new projects. The first one’s drama in a way. The other’s strictly writing.
I don’t know how not to work. It’s unlikely I’ll get financial compensation for my work.

(woman, performing arts)

The extract highlights action as a necessity, cultural work as a way of life and work
in itself as a means to survive. Other ways of creating structures for the future were
applying for funding (grants), making and rearranging plans for the autumn, and engaging
in sustainable activities that had low demands on resources:

At times I fear that the Corona crisis will be followed by a severe economic depression.
However, I invested in equipment before the Corona crisis so a new project awaits and I
can realize it on a very low budget. I have faith that this crisis, too, will be overcome.

(woman, visual arts)

Learning and training skills that support employability were another feature in creat-
ing structures for future. Also, restrictions on traditional modes of action made it necessary
to find new ways of making art and culture available in concrete and virtual spaces. In all,
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creating structures for the future was based on making use of various resources at hand.
Also, the disruption of temporal perspectives due to the first wave of the COVID-19 virus
(cancelled gigs, postponed performances) meant opening up new possibilities for some of
those enacting precarious work agency. When the status quo was shaken, all bets were off
and lost chances could also turn into new ones.

The uncertainty of the future made the normative work agency more attractive, and a
flexible agent was prepared to put current artistic work on hold get employment in another
line of work.

Living the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic meant inhabiting a liminal space that
subverts agency. From the perspective of precarious work agency, the future was open for
both negative and positive effects.

A 54-year-old freelancer like myself certainly isn’t wanted on the job market. Keeping
this in mind, my future in working life is extremely difficult. It has started to look as if
there are hardly any job offers and in recruitment situations I’m not chosen. Schedule
changes caused by Corona may generate work opportunities for me. Time will tell and
there’s still hope.

(man, performing arts)

Indeed, the disruption of the normal flow and organization of life could also lead to
envisioning alternative futures in a positive sense. There were expectations for a boom of
cultural events and for participation in these. Although cultural workers could be forced to
find new ways of acting, such new ways could become sustainable when they contributed
to artistic agency and work processes. Agency is anchored in the possibility of changing
the way of life and in the insight the state of emergency in the society has provided.

I see the future of my work as bright in the sense that I believe this crisis will urge us to
consider our most basic values again and I hope that our attention is focused on relevant
issues. I hope for the slowing down of consumer culture, the reconstruction of ecology.

(woman, visual arts)

Hope, values, and agency are interconnected: one’s agency is tied to promoting one’s
values and this agency may be a part of work agency or transcend its boundaries, which
also ensures the continuity of agency.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

This study on the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic in Finland addressed the
agency of cultural sector workers from the perspectives of time and space including their
economic and employment situations. Agency in time and space was contextually defined:
past efforts signified waste and loss when there were no opportunities to realize the results
of one’s work, but, depending on the form of agency, there could be also continuity in the
present and independent of the form of agency, also in the future. Each temporal setting
stood in relation to others, but future perspectives were the most open and had a strong
element of hope despite the circumstances.

The economic and employment situation determined the opportunities for agency in
two distinct categories. Normative work agency appeared as intensification of work and
self-limitation of agency fueled by the comparatively better situation such as an employ-
ment contract or benefit. In practice this meant working harder with no extra rewards and
refraining from activities detrimental to the survival of those in more precarious positions
at that point in time. Normative employment agency was shaped by the negotiation of
the boundary between art and non-art as a tradeoff: steady income, less chance of sticking
to one’s basic work be it cultural administration or personal artistic endeavors and in the
latter case, poorer prospects for gaining recognition and awards as an artist. Intensification
of work was also possible because of the new ways of organizing work, such as personal
scheduling and other kinds of structuring of people’s daily lives. The creation of structures
was also a part of precarious work agency that appeared as skills of managing uncertainty
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and with low resources already obtained before the pandemic. Also, the ways to cope with
the restricted circumstances differed: some felt incapable of doing artistic work, others
used art as a way to work through the tough times. This was dependent on the resources
available, such as the infrastructure required to enact work agency, on the income of a
possible partner and on the chances of managing the boundaries of work and family when
family responsibilities intensified.

Our study has relied on the conceptualization of agency, small agency in particular, in
the context of precarious work in the cultural sector. To understand the nature of cultural
workers’ agentic possibility, we aimed to produce new knowledge about the dimensions of
agency, especially in relation to time and employment arrangements as described. In line
with Åkerblad [36], our analysis showed that employment type is not the only determining
factor for feeling of security in working life. A precarious mode of working also affects
the meanings of security: while precarious mode of working is not desirable, it does offer
a chance or a necessity to halt, endure, wait, act differently, or think over. Åkerblad has
pointed out that this means a need to think about uncertainty and certainty in the new ways
and to create mental strategies and utilizing various discursive elements to live with the
unpredictability and uncertainty. In the future, it would be fruitful to analyze factors that
strengthen the understanding how continuity that is embedded in small agency provides
opportunities for the new. The emergency hit artists and professionals in the cultural
sector hard, but despite that, they felt guilty about having more income than some of their
peers or about working insufficiently. The small world mindset penetrated their situation
during the emergency. Does the mindset adjust to the worse situation in a way which
even decreases the size of the small world? Does it narrow such perspectives that might
provide new opportunities in the future? The small world mindset was not, however, a
solid and uniform way of thinking and acting, for we recognized small deviations from it,
assumptions of being worthy of something better.

However, adoption of the small world mindset is not socially and economically neutral,
for risk-taking opportunities are related to resources provided by the economic, cultural,
and social background. We assume that the unequal resources may shape the outcomes
of artistic work, with the opportunity for free expression. Our data did not provide the
opportunity to contribute on this perspective, but we recommend research on social class
in studies of cultural work.

The agency during the pandemic followed the common pattern in the cultural sector,
in other words, fragmented employment, small income, unpaid work, and insecurity and
flexibility. However, the organization of life differentiated to some extent as regards the lock-
down and terms for earning their living. The impacts on employment and activities were
severe for the individual artists and enterprises, but for municipalities, with their obligation
to provide library services and support cultural activities, less so. For the multiple job
holders, the assignments were lost and the availability of even non-professional jobs was
scarce.

The first wave of COVID-19 had a diverging effect on work agency: for some it
meant intensification of work and for others loss of work and job opportunities and hence
resorting to small agency. Although these two developments entailed different economic
consequences, those with few chances to realize work agency were not merely enduring
their circumstances. Small agency could be experienced in many ways, also as a condition
that allowed for thinking and paved the way for creativity. Accepting that one could not
act now, could also mean considering the future as something that would make change
and realizing one’s values possible. Conversely, those engaged in intensified work did not
necessarily have time to think and take stock of the situation. Following Åkerblad’s [36]
idea of career hubs, the pandemic made it necessary to find new ways to act either in the
short or the long term, depending on the emerging alternatives or the opportunities create
new ways of acting. In the data there were examples of this, such as focusing on wellbeing
instead of work agency or finding new methods or platforms to realize artistic endeavors.
Changing temporal perspectives also made it possible to act or to construct the future
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in a way that allowed change to come and one to be a part of that change eventually by
following one’s values.

Work processes and control over them are central to understanding the applicability
of new methods of work among the cultural sector workers. During the pandemic, some
found new avenues of work and ways to express themselves artistically, while others
struggled not only with the accessibility of skills but also with the very nature of work that
may be incompatible with remote work or virtual settings. It would be beneficial for future
research to engage in the premises of different types of cultural work and forms of art, on
the platforms and in the contexts they are realized, in relation to the discussions on the
future of work to understand the possibilities and limitations.
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